Lost strategy
Stop – do not go any further
Stay calm, getting lost happens
Establish location if possible
Once you have established a plan, communicate it to all
Keep your group together
Ensure a mobile phone is on at all times, switch off those not needed
Call 999 ask for Mountain Rescue and follow their instruction
iPhone users download SARLOC (MR will use it to locate you)
Conduct a resources check, food, clothing and water shared equally
Identify a location that Mountain Rescue can access
Check available daylight and use that time wisely
Find a place to stay safe overnight should you be benighted
Ensure emergency kit, torch and spare batteries are easily accessible
Take a compass bearing to your last known position
Use 6 whistle blasts per min for rescue, heard replies are 3 blasts
To send a TEXT to 999 Send the word "register" to 999 You will
receive a message about the service. When you have read the
message, reply with ‘yes’ (in a text message to 999) You will receive a
further message confirming registration
If sending someone for help always send at least 2 people and
ensure no one is left on their own.
Torchlight – as per whistle blasts, flash the light 6 times per minute.
If rescued by helicopter shine the light onto the ground not at the
helicopter
Remain calm, remain focussed and remain positive
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Pre trek
preparation
Map and compass in waterproof case
Charged phone, spare battery, spare phone and or a phone charger
Water proof phone or waterproof bag
Route map with emergency exit points and plan for emergencies
Spare bad weather clothing
Spare emergency food / water
Plastic lightweight poncho
Emergency whistle
Emergency foil heat retention blanket
GPS or location device
Mapping/Location app on your phone (for emergency use)
A route card left with someone
First aid kit that has a triangular bandage
Waterproof pad, pencil
Walking poles
Watch, ideally waterproof, ideally GPS enabled.
Spare gloves and headwear
Waterproof jacket and or trousers if the conditions dictate
Ensure that you check the whole area around the route that you are
going and make a note of exit and emergency routes, roads and
buildings that may afford some safety in the event of emergency.
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